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Bridging photochemistry and photomechanics with
NMR crystallography: the molecular basis for the
macroscopic expansion of an anthracene ester
nanorod†
Kevin R. Chalek,a Xinning Dong,a Fei Tong,a Ryan A. Kudla,a Lingyan Zhu,a
Adam D. Gill,b Wenwen Xu,e Chen Yang,a Joshua D. Hartman, a
Alviclér Magalhães, c Rabih O. Al-Kaysi, d Ryan C. Hayward, e
Richard J. Hooley, a Gregory J. O. Beran, a Christopher J. Bardeen *a
and Leonard J. Mueller *a
Crystals composed of photoreactive molecules represent a new class of photomechanical materials with
the potential to generate large forces on fast timescales. An example is the photodimerization of 9-tertbutyl-anthracene ester (9TBAE) in molecular crystal nanorods that leads to an average elongation of 8%.
Previous work showed that this expansion results from the formation of a metastable crystalline product.
In this article, it is shown how a novel combination of ensemble oriented-crystal solid-state NMR, X-ray
diﬀraction, and ﬁrst principles computational modeling can be used to establish the absolute unit cell
orientations relative to the shape change, revealing the atomic-resolution mechanism for the
photomechanical response and enabling the construction of a model that predicts an elongation of
7.4%, in good agreement with the experimental value. According to this model, the nanorod expansion
does not result from an overall change in the volume of the unit cell, but rather from an anisotropic
rearrangement of the molecular contents. The ability to understand quantitatively how molecular-level
photochemistry generates mechanical displacements allows us to predict that the expansion could be
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tuned from +9% to 9.5% by controlling the initial orientation of the unit cell with respect to the
nanorod axis. This application of NMR-assisted crystallography provides a new tool capable of tying the
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atomic-level structural rearrangement of the reacting molecular species to the mechanical response of
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a nanostructured sample.

1. Introduction
The creation of new stimuli-responsive materials is a central
goal in chemistry. Although many such materials are based on
polymers, over the last decade molecular crystals have become
recognized as dynamic, mechanically responsive structures.2
Dramatic examples of this dynamic nature involve
a
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photomechanical eﬀects, where crystals composed of photochemically reactive molecules undergo a variety of mechanical
deformations when exposed to light, including bending,3–15
twisting,16–18
peeling,19,20
and
rotational/translational
21–24
motion.
In most cases, the photomechanical eﬀect can be
understood as resulting from the formation of a bimorph
structure within the crystal: spatially distinct regions of
incommensurate reactant and product phases lead to interfacial strain that drives the shape change. If the crystal is transformed from 100% reactant to 100% product, there is no
interfacial strain and thus no bending.25,26
Reactant-product interfacial stress is not the only way to
obtain photomechanical motion: a complete single-crystal-tosingle-crystal transformation can generate even greater
amounts of work via expansion. There are many examples of
single crystal polymorphic phase transformations that lead to
shape changes and mechanical motion.27–30 These mechanically
active crystal transitions usually rely on heat or mechanical
stimuli to drive the change in crystal packing arrangements – no
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actual chemical change takes place, just a shiing of the
molecules within the crystal lattice. An analogous phase change
can be achieved in a molecular crystal during a photochemical
reaction. In this case, molecular photoisomerization changes
the local crystal packing, which in turn drives large-scale
changes in crystal shape. From a practical standpoint, a negative photochromic system is required in order to achieve full
reaction so that the photoproduct does not absorb the incoming
light.31–33 Furthermore, crystal fracture and disintegration are
common in macroscopic photoreactive crystals, necessitating
the use of micro- or nanoscale crystals in order to limit internal
strain build-up.34–37
We have developed a family of 9-anthracene esters that
undergo a [4 + 4] photodimerization reaction in crystal form,38
for which 9-tert-butyl-anthracene ester (9TBAE) is the most
studied example. When grown as single-crystal nanorods, the
9TBAE crystal-to-crystal photodimerization reaction (Fig. 1a)
leads to a unique crystal phase – the solid-state reacted dimer
(SSRD) – and large expansion along the rod axis with a slight
contraction across its diameter. The large directional expansion
has the potential to perform linear actuation, similar to the

Fig. 1 (a) Photodimerization reaction of 9TBAE. (b) A bundle of 9TBAE
nanorods undergoes a photoinduced expansion of 6.9%. (c) Histogram
of nanorod bundle expansions measured by optical microscopy before
and after 2 minutes of exposure to 365 nm (intensity ¼ 20 mW cm2).
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anisotropic expansion of piezoelectric crystals that allows them
to function as mechanical actuators. The photoinduced
expansion of 9TBAE nanorods was rst observed in 2006,39 but
exactly how the molecular-level geometry changes yield the
observed expansion has remained a mystery. In many photomechanical systems, a unit cell expansion/contraction is
invoked to qualitatively describe bending phenomena derived
from reactant/produce interfacial strain. However, the 9TBAE
system provides a unique case of 100% conversion, so in principle knowledge of the reactant and product crystal structures
should allow us to quantitatively predict the expansion. But
previous attempts to rationalize the observed photochemical
transformation in 9TBAE nanorods based on changes in the
unit cell volume incorrectly predicted that nanorods should
shrink by 1.2%, rather than expand by 8%.40 Clearly, knowledge
of the reactant and product crystal structures is not suﬃcient to
predict the photomechanical response of the material.
In favorable cases, traditional single-crystal X-ray diﬀraction
methods can be used to determine the structural rearrangements induced by photodimerization. But the useful photomechanical response only occurs in 9TBAE nanorods. Larger
crystals fragment and disintegrate due to the buildup of
internal strain, so a structural characterization method that can
be adapted to the nanorod sample is necessary. Furthermore, it
is vital to be able to connect crystal structure changes with the
photochemical reaction progress. NMR is oen used to monitor
chemical changes, and although 13C-labeling is usually required
to increase sensitivity, it can also be used to assess crystal
packing and orientation. In this article, we describe a new
approach that combines ensemble oriented-crystal NMR spectroscopy and rst-principles computational chemistry to
determine the absolute unit cell orientations relative to the
shape change in a photoreactive, molecular crystal, 9TBAE
nanorod. Solid-state NMR (SSNMR) has been used to study
a number of solid-state photochemical transformations,25,38,40–52
and foundational work by Nieuwendaal, Hayes and coworkers53
demonstrated how single-crystal NMR could be used to determine the relative orientation of the reactant and product in the
single-crystal to single-crystal topochemical photoreaction of
trans-cinnamic acid. Our work builds on this approach and for
the rst time uses SSNMR to tie the atomic-level structural
rearrangement of the reacting molecular species to the
mechanical response of a nanostructured sample. We deduce
the absolute monomer and dimer crystal orientations within
the 9TBAE nanorods and develop a quantitative molecular-level
model of the photochemical reaction that predicts a macroscopic elongation of 7.4%, in good agreement with the experimental value. Our analysis demonstrates that both the
molecular shape change of the reacting unit and the molecular
reorientation relative to the nanoscale crystal must be considered.54 Based on these observations, we predict that tailoring
the alignment of the 9TBAE monomer crystal unit cell with
respect to the nanorod axis can tune the mechanical response
from a 9% expansion to a 9.5% contraction. The results
demonstrate how the synergistic combination of SSNMR spectroscopy, X-ray diﬀraction, and rst-principles computational
chemistry – an integrated approach oen referred to as NMRThis journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2020
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assisted crystallography55–69 – can provide crucial insights for
engineering new crystal-based responsive materials.

2.

Results and discussion

2.1. Nanorod expansion
The expansion of 9TBAE nanorods grown in an AAO template is
a general phenomenon, but there is some variability in the
magnitude of the eﬀect, even within a single sample. The
photodimerization reaction is illustrated in Fig. 1a. Optical
microscopy images of a bundle of rods before and aer 365 nm
irradiation are shown in Fig. 1b, and a histogram of the
expansion for individual nanorods is shown in Fig. 1c. The
average expansion is 8  2%, with some expanding as much as
13% and others as little as 5%. Both PXRD and SSNMR
measurements have conrmed that the solid-state photodimerization occurs in the AAO growth templates as well, and
previous SEM images showed that the nanorods expand vertically even when conned in the template.39 Therefore, we
assume that any insights gained from studies on 9TBAE nanorods aligned in the AAO template are relevant to the dynamics
occurring in individual nanorods as well.
2.2. Unit cell orientations from NMR crystallography
Given that the nanorods expand, the next task is to establish the
orientation of the 9TBAE unit cells with respect to the shape
change. SSNMR provides one approach for determining absolute crystal orientation based on the inherent spatial anisotropy
of the interactions.1,70,71 NMR observables such as chemical
shi and dipolar coupling depend not only on the local
molecular and electronic structure, but also on molecular
orientation with respect to the laboratory-frame magnetic eld.
Measuring chemical shis as a function of crystal orientation is
a classic way to obtain molecular chemical shi tensors and
orient them with respect to the crystal and molecular frames.72
Conversely, if the magnitude and positioning of the relevant
tensors within the molecular frame are known, then singlecrystal NMR spectra can be used to align the unit cell relative
to the magnetic eld.53
Our previous determination of the monomer and SSRD
crystal structures40 allows the required dipolar and chemical
shi tensors to be obtained. Dipolar tensors can be placed
directly on the molecular frame based on the molecular coordinates,1 while chemical shi tensors can be predicted very
accurately from the three-dimensional geometry using rstprinciples computational methods.73 We recently reported
rst-principles chemical shis for the 9TBAE monomer and
SSRD species in the solid state, calculated using DFT.40,73 These
computationally predicted shis showed good agreement with
the experimentally measured isotropic chemical shis (monomer and SSRD) and chemical shi tensors (SSRD). The tensor
components for monomeric 9TBAE were not part of the
previous study, so select tensors were measured and are
compared to the rst-principles values in the ESI.† The dipolar
and shi tensor values are summarized in the ESI† for each of
the asymmetric units in the monomer and SSRD unit cells.

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2020
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In order to establish the dynamic molecular features necessary to model the NMR spectrum, we rst investigated a large
single crystal of 9TBAE prepared 13C labeled on the ester moiety
t-butyl group (13C4-t-Bu-9TBAE). The 13C solid-state NMR spectrum of this bulk single crystal in Fig. 2 shows two magnetically
inequivalent t-butyl groups, corresponding to two distinct
arrangements of the asymmetric unit relative to the magnetic
eld. Note that the sample yields a well-resolved spectrum
without the customary magic angle spinning because it is
a single crystal as opposed to a randomly oriented powder. The
spectrum is consistent with fast rotation of the t-butyl group
about the O–C ester bond, leading to three dynamicallyequivalent methyl carbons (centered at 30 ppm) and a simplied multiplet pattern for the two magnetically inequivalent
quaternary carbons (centered at 70 and 100 ppm, respectively)
that each show an average dipolar coupling to their respective
three methyl carbons with a roughly 1 : 3 : 3 : 1 intensity
pattern. The methyl resonances in these spectra are more
complicated because they are modulated not only by the dipolar
coupling back to the quaternary carbon, but also by the 13C
dipolar couplings between the three methyl groups; unlike Jcouplings between magnetically-equivalent sites, these methyl
group dipolar couplings do alter the spectrum. Full numerical
density matrix simulations of this four-spin system (vide infra)
support these interpretations.
Knowledge of the chemical shi and dipolar tensors for
9TBAE allows this spectrum to be used to uniquely align the

Experimental 13C solid-state NMR spectrum of a bulk single
crystal of 13C4-t-Bu-9TBAE (black) and the best ﬁt spectrum (red) to
the alignment of the unit cell relative to the laboratory magnetic ﬁeld.
The two orientations of the asymmetric unit relative to the magnetic
ﬁeld (marked with red and blue dots) give rise to two distinct resonances for the quaternary carbons. This spectrum is consistent with
rapid rotation of the t-butyl groups about the ester O–C bond, giving
three magnetically equivalent methyl groups. The best ﬁt spectrum
was generated via numerical simulation of the spin dynamics, taking as
input the ﬁrst-principles chemical shift and dipolar tensors.
Fig. 2
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Fig. 3 The predicted 13C4-t-Bu-9TBAE single crystal 13C solid-state NMR spectrum as a function of unit cell orientation relative to laboratory
frame magnetic ﬁeld. In these simulations, only the quaternary carbon resonances are shown and strong coupling eﬀects are neglected. The
dipolar and chemical shielding tensors used to generate these simulations were determined via ﬁrst-principle calculations as described in the text
and are ﬁxed relative to the unit cell. As the unit cell rotates, the resulting spectral parameters are modulated, giving rise to orientation-dependent
spectra. The magnetically equivalent chemical shift tensors for asymmetric units related by inversion symmetry are shown in the same color,
while the magnetically inequivalent tensors are colored independently. Molecules and tensors are rendered in TensorView1.4.1

crystal relative to the laboratory frame magnetic eld. Fig. 3
shows the predicted quaternary carbon NMR spectrum as
a function of the unit cell orientation in the laboratory frame,
dened by Euler angles b and g using an active rotation
convention.71 The methyl carbons are omitted for clarity. By
scanning these angles to nd the best match with experiment,
the orientation of the single crystal in the magnetic eld can be
determined; in this case the crystal frame is rotated from initial
alignment with the laboratory frame by Euler angles b ¼ 19.2
and g ¼ 73.8 to give its nal orientation in the magnetic eld.
The full dynamically-averaged CSA and dipolar tensors were
considered in the four-spin numerical density matrix simulations used to predict the best-t spectrum shown in Fig. 2.
The data in Fig. 3 show how it is possible to use SSNMR
spectra to obtain the absolute orientation of a 9TBAE crystal
with respect to the magnetic eld. However, the 9TBAE nanorods are too small to be studied individually with single-crystal
NMR. Rather, a bulk ensemble of uniformly oriented singlecrystal nanorods was le within the AAO growth template and
placed into a at coil NMR probe with their rod axes aligned
parallel to the static magnetic eld. As the nanorods grow

Chem. Sci.

normal to the disk-shaped template surface,39 this uniform
alignment was accomplished by positioning the disk perpendicular to the eld (Fig. S2†). Fig. 4a shows the resulting 13C
solid-state NMR spectrum of the 13C4-t-Bu-9TBAE monomeric
nanorods. Although each crystalline nanorod within the
template can potentially have a distinct azimuthal displacement, the observed NMR spectrum is insensitive to this angle
when the rod axis is aligned along the magnetic eld, giving
spectra with reasonably good resolution. That a single axis of
alignment allows for high resolution NMR studies is wellknown in other contexts, such as oriented bilayer systems.74
There are several qualitative diﬀerences between the single
crystal and nanorod spectra. First, the NMR resonances of the
nanorod sample are broadened compared to those of the bulk
single crystal. This broadening cannot be ascribed to
(orientation-dependent)
intermolecular
dipole–dipole
couplings between the 13C-labeled moieties in this static solid
as the single crystal spectrum in Fig. 2 was acquired with the
same labeling density and shows no such broadening; additional experiments performed on nanorods prepared using 10%
labeled monomer conrm this and show this same broad set of

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2020
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Fig. 4 13C solid-state NMR spectra of ensemble-oriented 13C4-t-Bu-9TBAE nanorods within an AAO template with the long rod axes parallel to
the magnetic ﬁeld direction. (a) The experimental spectrum of monomeric 9TBAE (black) and the spectrum for the best ﬁt orientation of its unit
cell relative to the magnetic ﬁeld/rod axis (red). (b) The spectrum of 9TBAE during progressive periods of UV irradiation shows the transition from
the monomer to the solid-state reacted dimer species; spectra correspond to progressive 5 minute periods of irradiation. (c) The experimental
spectrum of the SSRD (black) and the spectrum for the best ﬁt orientation of its unit cell relative to the magnetic ﬁeld/rod axis (red).

resonances (Fig. S10†). Rather, these line widths can be reproduced by assuming a Gaussian distribution of alignment angles
with a standard deviation of 3.6 as detailed in the ESI.†
Second, only a single resonance is observed for the quaternary
carbons. This places restrictions on the alignment of the
monomer unit cells, which must have the previously distinct
quaternary carbons in magnetically equivalent orientations.
This is conrmed when the unit cells are rigorously oriented
with respect to the magnetic eld by once more tracking the
agreement between the experimental and predicted quaternary
carbon spectral frequencies. The error surface (residuals
squared) for this analysis is shown in Fig. S7 (ESI†), and the
best-t spectrum in Fig. 4a (red trace) corresponds to an 84.4
rotation of the unit cell along the crystallographic b axis with
Euler angles b ¼ 84.4 and g ¼ 180 . For reference, the closest
Miller plane perpendicular to the rod axis is (13,0,1), which is
tilted 4 from the (1,0,0) Miller plane and has a normal 5.6 oﬀ
the real space [1,0,0] axis.
Fig. 4b shows the evolution of the SSNMR spectrum during
the photodimerization reaction. Aer each irradiation period,
the sample is removed from the light and placed in the NMR
spectrometer to obtain a 13C spectrum. There is a clear transition from the monomer to the SSRD, with the quaternary
carbon shiing downeld and broadening slightly, and an
isosbestic point is observed, consistent with a two-state singlecrystal-to-single-crystal reaction model. While acquisition of
these spectra is time-consuming (9 h. each), the integrated NMR
signals are proportional to the chemical concentrations (within
certain limits under cross-polarization75,76) at the end of the
irradiation periods, which allows us to quantitatively follow the
course of the dimerization reaction. Fig. 4c shows the spectrum
of the fully converted SSRD nanorods. As with the monomer,
only a single quaternary resonance is observed, signaling that
the sites remain magnetically equivalent. Again, the
orientation-dependent spectra can be predicted and scanned to
determine the alignment of the dimer unit cell in the magnetic
eld and therefore relative to the rod axis. The error surface for
this scan is given in Fig. S8 (ESI†) and the best-t agreement
(red trace, Fig. 4c) corresponds to a 144.5 rotation of the unit

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2020

cell along the crystallographic a axis (Euler angles b ¼ 144.5
and g ¼ 90.0 ). For reference, the nearest low index Miller plane
is (0,1,2), which is tilted 2.3 oﬀ of this plane, while the
[0,1,1] real space axis is 2 oﬀ of the plane normal.
To conrm the crystal orientations deduced from the SSNMR
experiments, GIWAXS measurements were also undertaken on
the oriented AAO templates. The GIWAXS experiment acquires
diﬀraction information across a range of angles, so it is sensitive to crystal planes with diﬀerent orientations with respect to
the surface plane. The GIWAXS results show a good match with
SSNMR, with absolute alignments diﬀering by only 5.6 for the
monomer and 2 for the dimer. The full details of the GIWAXS
experiments and their analysis are given in the ESI.†
2.3. Connecting photochemical structural rearrangement to
photochemical crystal expansion
Given the absolute crystal orientations before and aer the
photochemical reaction, the molecular-level basis for the
macroscopic response of the 9TBAE nanorods can be delineated. Our starting point is atomic, focusing on the how photodimerization alters the bonding and structural arrangements.
Fig. 5a shows the overlay of the molecular contents in the
oriented monomer and SSRD unit cells. While the overall
molecular positions overlap almost perfectly, the solid-state [4 +
4] photocycloaddition reaction generates several key atomic
displacements that drive the photomechanical response. Note
that initially the monomer anthracene rings are packed slightly
oﬀset. As the photoreaction occurs, the newly formed carbon–
carbon bonds pull the rings into registry, while at the same time
the planes bend out to accommodate the new sp3 hybridization
at the central carbons. This “buttery” motion opens up space
above and below the dimers that allows adjacent pairs to stack
more eﬃciently along the direction of the anthracene rings.
During this reconguration, the t-butyl ester groups remain
essentially xed with respect to the anthracene core; this is in
contrast to their 180 outward rotation for the polymorph
crystallized out of solution.38 Overall, this minimum displacement reaction pathway is consistent with the topochemical
principle – the solid-state monomers dimerize with minimal
Chem. Sci.
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Molecular geometry and packing changes in crystalline 9TBAE due to photodimerization. (a) The molecular-level view shows that the
anthracene rings of adjacent monomers (blue) are initially oﬀset; after photodimerization, the rings are pulled into registry and the planes bend
out to accommodate the new sp3 hybridization (butterﬂy distortion). There is also a rectiﬁcation of the stacking along the direction of the
anthracene ring planes. (b) The eﬀect of the molecular geometry changes on the crystal packing at the level of the herringbone pairs shows how
the formation of the sp3 carbons causes the anthracene rings to pucker and push the herringbone layers apart. The net expansion axis is along the
diagonal of the monomer unit cell ac crystal plane.
Fig. 5

disruption to the crystal packing/ester side chain conformations.77–79 Moving one level out, the eﬀect of these molecular
geometry changes on the crystal packing can be seen most
clearly by looking at a single layer of herringbone pairs. Fig. 5b
shows how the atomic-level reconguration translates into a net
expansion as the now protruding phenyl groups push the
herringbone pairs apart.
The nanorods are three-dimensional macroscopic objects,
and the nal step is to understand how the herringbone pair
expansion projects into this space. Fig. 6 shows the absolute

molecular orientations of the monomer and SSRD relative to the
nanorod axis, which are key to understanding the photomechanical response. The molecular expansion identied in Fig.
5b lies along the diagonal of the monomer unit cell ac plane, but
as seen in Fig. 6a only a component of this expansion falls along
the nanorod axis. The elongation of the nanorod is aided,
however, by a slight tilt of the dimer unit cell as each successive
layer of dimers adjusts its position to partially compensate for
the expansion of the neighboring herringbone pair. This layer
shi also leads to a signicant contraction perpendicular to the

The orientations of the monomer and SSRD unit cells relative to the nanorod axis. The formation of the dimer pairs manifests as (a) a net
expansion along the nanorod axis and (b) a contraction perpendicular. The monomer unit cell is shown in red, while the one-to-one atom
mapping of this unit cell onto the SSRD is shown as the transformed dimer unit cell in blue. The expansion along the rod axis can be measured as
the change in the z-projection of a point initially on the nanorod (z) axis; this gives a predicted expansion of 7.4%, in good agreement with the
experimentally measured distribution. Concomitant with the expansion along the nanorod axis, is a predicted 9.5% contraction along the unit cell
b axis.
Fig. 6

Chem. Sci.
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rod axis (Fig. 6b). We had previously observed this contraction
but could not absolutely quantify it due to the small feature size
(it is harder to resolve a 9% change in 200 nm than an 8%
change over 60 mm). According to this analysis, molecular shape
change and spatial/unit cell rotation are both operative in the
9TBAE photomechanical response.
The qualitative observations above on crystal packing
changes and mechanical displacements can be quantied in
a unit cell based model of the photomechanical single-crystal to
single-crystal transformation. During the crystal reconguration, the monomer unit cell axes (am, bm, and cm) morph into
0
0
0
the transformed dimer unit cell axes ðad ; bd ; and cd Þ. For
a general photoreaction, the transformed axes do not necessarily correspond to the minimum unit cell obtained from
a standard XRD analysis, which due to unique symmetries
could be drawn quite diﬀerently for two species. Rather, the
transformed unit cell is chosen to provide a 1-to-1 atom
mapping of the monomer to dimer transformation, which
facilitates comparisons between the crystal forms; these are the
axes shown in Fig. 6. Using this approach, the displacement
upon photoreaction of any point in the monomer crystal can be
determined by rst representing it in fractional coordinates of
the monomer unit cell
r ¼ uam + vbm + wcm

(1)

and then reconstituting it on the transformed dimer axes with
the same fractional coordinates
0

0

0

0

r ¼ uad þ vbd þ wcd :

(2)

here, both the monomer and transformed dimer lattice vectors
are written in the nanorod frame, with the absolute orientations
determined above. To measure the expansion of the nanorod,
we track the z-displacement of a point initially on the nanorod zaxis. Using this quantitative model, an elongation of 7.4% is
predicted as the 9TBAE monomer converts to the SSRD, in
excellent agreement with the experimentally observed value of
8%. At the same time, a contraction of 9.5% is predicted along
the diameter of the rod.
As noted above, the broadened NMR resonances for the
monomer nanorods can be t to a Gaussian distribution of
alignment angles with a standard deviation of 3.6 for the unit
cell relative to the nanorod axis (Fig. S11, ESI†). Based on the
assumptions that the relative orientation of the monomer and
SSRD unit cells is xed during the photochemical reaction, this
same distribution in the initial orientation of the monomer unit
cell would predict a spread (95% condence limits) in the
expansion of 7.4  1.5%. The experimental and theoretical
predictions for the distribution in the expansion therefore also
agree to within experimental error. The variable crystal alignment most likely results from small variations in the growth
direction along the AAO pore channels. It is possible that more
uniform channels would lead to more aligned nanorods and
less variability in the expansion. The ability to characterize this
distribution with atomic resolution in inhomogeneous samples
is a salient feature of NMR-assisted crystallography.

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2020

2.4. Roadmap for engineered photomechanical response
Our results demonstrate how knowledge of the relative orientations of the 9TBAE monomer and dimer unit cells makes it
possible to quantitatively predict the magnitude of the photomechanical crystal shape change. This result presents a novel
opportunity: if the initial alignment of the monomer unit cell
relative to the nanorod axis could be controlled, either through
self-assembly or by precision cutting from bulk single crystals,80
a variable mechanical response could be engineered. Using the
model developed here, we systematically explored diﬀerent
starting unit cell orientations, and found that a maximum
expansion of 9% could be obtained for rods in which the
monomer is arranged with its crystallographic c axis 15 oﬀ of
the nanorod axis (Euler angles {b ¼ 75 , g ¼ 0 }). This orientation nearly aligns the full buttery expansion axis (the ac face
diagonal in Fig. 5) along the rod axis. Alternatively, a contraction of 9.5% was found for nanorods in which the monomer
crystallographic b axis was initially aligned along the nanorod
axis. This corresponds to a rotation of the crystal in Fig. 5b by
90 about the axis perpendicular to the page.
Crystal engineering concentrates on controlling the local
molecular packing within a crystal to yield desired material
properties, oen by varying the molecular structure through
synthetic modication. The results here suggest an alternative
approach – controlling the molecular orientation with respect to
the macroscopic crystal shape. For 9TBAE, our results suggest
that such an approach can yield a dynamic range of nearly 20%
in length change. Crystal shape engineering may be a fruitful
avenue to produce photomechanical materials that generate
extraordinarily large strains, even for standard photochromes
that show little response in their natural habit.
Conceivably, one might hope to engineer the combination of
molecular structure, crystal packing, and orientation to achieve
a material with a specic dynamic range of motion. Given how
even small changes in molecular structure can lead to
completely diﬀerent packing motifs, computational crystal
structure prediction could be helpful.81 Crystal structure
prediction has recently been employed to discover materials
with desired porosity82 or organic semiconducting properties,83,84 for example. The photomechanical materials described
here would provide an even stiﬀer challenge, since knowledge
of the crystal structure before and aer the photochemical
reaction is required. Crystal structure prediction for the reactant species would be relatively straightforward. On the other
hand, structure prediction for the photodimer product is
complicated by the fact that the crystal-to-crystal photochemical
transformation can produce polymorphs that are substantially
less stable than those that occur under traditional crystallization conditions.85 This makes it hard to identify the correct
photodimer product structure from the many hypothetical
higher-energy crystal structures typically generated in a structure prediction study.86 On the other hand, it might be possible
to identify the photodimer structure by comparing the relationships between potential photodimer crystal packings with
that of the unreacted monomer crystal. Once the crystal structures are known, one would determine the optimal crystal
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orientation for achieving the desired dynamic range and then
design an experimental strategy for producing the crystals
accordingly.

3.

Conclusion

A combined solid-state NMR, diﬀraction, and computational
approach has been used to establish the atomic-resolution,
molecular mechanism for the macroscopically-observed
photomechanical expansion of 9TBAE nanorods. Key to its
success was the determination of the absolute orientations of
the monomer and SSRD unit cells relative to the nanorod axis.
For the rst time, we can precisely map out how photochemical
changes shi both molecular alignment and packing in
a photomechanical crystal, allowing us to predict an expansion
of 7.4%, in very good quantitative agreement with the experimental value of 8%. Packing defects and disorder will aﬀect the
observed expansion of individual rods but do not appear to play
a dominant role. Thus it should be possible to develop quantitative structure–function relations that can be used to optimize molecular crystal photomechanical systems. The results in
this paper also point to a need for more sophisticated theoretical approaches that enable the a priori prediction of crystal
photomechanical motions. A combination of theory and
experiment should enable the design of crystalline photomechanical materials with greater energy densities and higher
strains, leading to applications in photon-powered actuators
from smart materials to medicine.87 Finally, this approach
points to a new use of NMR-assisted crystallography that moves
beyond the description of static structures to the characterization of chemical reactivity and mechanism, a theme shared by
concomitant development and emerging applications of NMRassisted crystallography in biological chemistry.69,88,89

4. Experimental
4.1. Preparation of 9TBAE nanorods inside AAO templates
The 9TBAE crystalline nanorods were grown using the solvent
annealing method.36,39 5 mg of 9TBAE was dissolved in 100 mL of
HPLC grade tetrahydrofuran. The solution was deposited on an
anodized aluminum oxide (AAO) template (Whatman Anodisc,
13 mm diameter, 60 mm thickness, 200 nm pore diameter)
which was supported by a Teon ring to allow for vapor circulation. The template and Teon holder were then covered by
a glass bell-jar along with a cotton ball saturated by THF. At
room temperature, the solvent evaporated slowly inside bell jar
and allowed the 9TBAE to recrystallize inside AAO channels.
Aer 24 hours, the template was totally dry. A 1500 grit sandpaper was used to polish away residual 9TBAE on the template
surface.
4.2. Preparation of 13C labeled 9TBAE
9TBAE was prepared with two separate 13C labeling patterns as
described in the ESI.† The rst was 13C labeled on the ester
moiety t-butyl groups (13C4-t-Bu-9TBAE) and the second on the
ester carbonyl group (13C15-9TBAE).
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4.3. 9TBAE nanorod expansion
Isolated nanorods and bundles were prepared by dissolving the
AAO templates containing 9TBAE nanorods in 30% phosphoric
acid with 0.2 wt% SDS, leaving an aqueous suspension that
could be deposited on a microscope slide. The nanorod
suspension was irradiated by a 365 nm light source in an
Olympus IX-70 microscope with 20 mW cm2 average intensity.
Nanorod expansion was observed aer several seconds, and the
expansion was measured by analysis of the optical images
before and aer irradiation.
4.4. First-principles geometries and chemical shi
calculations
First-principles rened solid-state structures and chemical
shis for the 9TBAE monomer73 and SSRD40 were previously
reported as part of benchmarking and NMR-assisted crystallographic studies, respectively. In brief, solid-state geometry
optimizations were rst performed using the freely available
Quantum Espresso (QE) soware package,90 using the PBE
density functional and the D2 dispersion correction,91 ultraso
pseudopotentials with a plane wave cut oﬀ of 80 Ry, and a 3  3
 3 Monkhorst–Pack k-point grid. The pseudopotentials H.pberrkjus.UPF, C.pbe-rrkjus.UPF, and O.pbe-rrkjus.UPF from
http://www.quantum-espresso.org were used. These structures
were used for NMR chemical shi calculations, performed
using a fragment-based cluster approach with fragmentation
carried out using a hybrid many-body interaction code92 and
including pair-wise contributions from all molecules (asymmetric units) lying within 6 Å. Individual shielding tensor
calculations were performed using Gaussian09 at the PBE0/6311+G(2d,p) level and employing the mixed basis scheme
previously reported.73,93 In these calculations, electrostatic
point-charge embedding was employed out to a radius of 30 Å.
Calculated 13C chemical shieldings (s) were converted to
chemical shis (d) using the linear rescaling relation73,93
d[TMS(l)] ¼ (0.9674)scalc + 179.5. Benchmarking studies have
demonstrated good agreement between experimental and
computationally-predicted chemical shis, with root-meansquare-errors (RMSE) of 1.4 ppm for isotropic shis, 3.2 ppm
for aliphatic and aromatic shi tensor components, and
9.2 ppm for tensor components of sp2 carbons directly bonded
to oxygen and nitrogen atoms.73,93
The crystal information les (CIF) for the 9TBAE monomer
and SSRD structures are included in the ESI,† along with
a summary of the chemical shi and dipolar tensors for the
relevant sites.
4.5. Oriented-crystal NMR
Solid-state 13C NMR spectra of the ensemble-oriented 9TBAE
monomer and solid-state reacted dimer crystals were acquired
at 9.4 T (400.37 MHz 1H, 100.68 MHz 13C) on a Bruker AVANCE
III spectrometer equipped with a homebuilt double resonance
solid-state NMR probe tted with a static at coil (Fig. S2†).
The coil was wound in 4 turns from 2 mm wide highoxygen free copper at wire, with overall coil dimensions of
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2020
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14 mm  14 mm  3 mm. The coil was positioned with the
largest side perpendicular to the magnetic eld and could be
shimmed to a 13C line width of 3 ppm on a static sample of
adamantane powder. Cross-polarization was implemented
using a spin lock eld of 25 kHz on 1H and a ramped eld of
21–29 kHz on 13C, with a 2 ms contact time; excitation and
decoupling powers on 1H were 40 kHz. The 13C spectra shown
consist of the sum of 8192 transients acquired with a relaxation
delay of 4 s, for a total acquisition time of 9.1 h. 13C chemical
shis were referenced indirectly to neat TMS via an external
solid-state sample of adamantane with the downeld-shied
peak set to 38.48 ppm.94
The nanorods were oriented with their long axes parallel to
the magnetic eld by leaving them within the disk-shaped AAO
templates and placing the disks within the at-coil NMR probe
perpendicular to the magnetic eld (Fig. S2†). The nanorods
grow with their rod axes normal to the disk surface,39 so this
arrangement of the coil and disk aligns the rods along the static
magnetic eld.

4.6. Density matrix simulations of NMR spectra
13

C solid-state NMR spectra were simulated using a four-spin
numerical density matrix approach implemented within the
Mathematica™ programming environment.95 The 13C4-labeled
t-butyl group was modeled as a strongly-coupled spin system
with dipolar and scalar coupling interactions between all sites.
Full details are given in the ESI.†

4.7. Grazing incidence wide-angle X-ray scattering
Grazing incidence wide-angle X-ray diﬀraction (GIWAXS) experiments were performed using a Ganesha SAXS-LAB instrument at
room temperature. X-rays (l ¼ 1.54 Å, Cu Ka radiation) were
incident at an angle of 2 with respect to the sample surface. A
slice of 9TBAE-lled AAO template (3 mm  1 mm) was mounted
on a Thorlabs rotation Stage (MSRP01). A Pilatus 300 K detector
was used to collect the 2D diﬀraction pattern. All the GIWAXS raw
data were processed using SAXSGUI soware. The monomer
crystals were illuminated with 365 nm light (20 mW cm2) for 6 h
to convert into dimer crystals.
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